Name

Ismo (tutorial)

Comfort limit

2,00

Preferred temperature

0,00-1,00

Cold reaction 1

It's getting a bit cold in here.

Cold reaction 2

My bits are freezing!

Cold reaction 3

... is it cold in here?

Hot reaction 1

A tad overboard there, chief.

Hot reaction 2

Oh lordy, my scalp!

Hot reaction 3

Phew. That's, that's a lot.

Normal reaction 1

Yass, that's the ticket!

Normal reaction 2

Ahh, so relaxing.

Reaction propability

Medium

Dialogue probability

High

Dialogues until final

2

Long dialogue comfort

2

Ending quote comfort

-2 / 0 / +2

Bad I... think I'll come back another time.
Good Alright, that's good enough for me.
Excellent This was great, thank you.
Starting quote

You been here long?

Mmh. Best to take your time.
Hmm? Sorry, didn't mean to snoop.
Silent Silence is golden, I get it.
Ending quote

Sheesh, look at the time.

Mmh. I hear ya. Remember, wherever you go, there you are.
Hmm? I think it's about time to say goodnight.
Silent Niinpä.
Dialogue 1

Oh boy, gotta stretch everything.

Dialogue 2

You been here long?

Dialogue 3

You can't just throw willy-nilly, take your time, enjoy it.

Dialogue 4

So, seen any good movies lately?

Dialogue 5

I think we've got a real chance at hockey this year.

Dialogue 6

Going to be another long, dark, winter.

Name

Waldo

Comfort limit

3,00

Preferred temperature

2,00

Cold reaction 1

Aww, jeez, I'm freezing.

Cold reaction 2

Brrr!

Cold reaction 3

Hey, uh, mind heating it up a bit?

Hot reaction 1

Ay caramba!

Hot reaction 2

My face is melting!

Hot reaction 3

Owowowowowowow

Normal reaction 1

So good.

Normal reaction 2

The steam really opens up the sinuses.

Normal reaction 3

I would live in a sauna if I could.

Normal reaction 4

You know, my mom was born in a sauna.

Normal reaction 5

Tack.

Reaction propability

Low

Dialogue probability

High

Dialogues until final

3

Long dialogue comfort

2

Ending quote comfort

-2 / 0 / +2

Bad Hm, not quite my tempo.
Good That does it for me, see you later!
Excellent I feel like a new person, thank you!
Starting quote

So, what's the happy-haps?

Mmh. Yeah, gotta get that work week off your back with some steam.
Hmm? Just making conversation.
Silent Not much going on, then?
Ending quote

Phew, I think I'm about to call it for now.

Mmh. Still going strong, huh? Wow.
Hmm? I used to be much hardier, but age is getting to me.
Silent Good idea, best focus on kicking that steams butt.
Dialogue 1

Probably shouldn't have had all that pea soup earlier...

Dialogue 2

Grandpa used to haul illegal liqour down the Volga in his youth.

Dialogue 3

They always take care of this sauna. It's good to see.

Dialogue 4

You've gotta keep the sauna elves happy. It makes for a happy home.

Dialogue 5

I'm going to take my granddaughter fishing this midsummer.

Dialogue 6

Did you know there's a river that runs through almost the entire country?

Name

Thelma & Louise

Comfort limit

4

Preferred temperature

2

Cold reaction 1

Little warmer, please.

Cold reaction 2

Our hair is freezing.

Cold reaction 3

Don't worry about us, go on and throw.

Hot reaction 1

Pump the brakes!

Hot reaction 2

Little less next time, OK?

Hot reaction 3

How about, no?

Normal reaction 1

I can't believe it's only Wednesday.

Normal reaction 2

This was the right idea.

Normal reaction 3

I love the smell of tar in the steam.

Normal reaction 4

Mmm, that's nice.

Normal reaction 5

Thanks!

Reaction propability

Medium

Dialogue probability

Medium

Dialogues until final

4

Long dialogue comfort

3

Ending quote comfort

-2 / 0 / +2

Bad Well, bye.
Good Have a good one.
Excellent That was amazing, thanks!
Starting quote

Don't mind us.

Mmh. Nice to find some civilized sauna company.
Hmm? It's so hard to find quality public saunas anymore.
Silent ...
Ending quote

We're gonna hit the showers.

Mmh. You're one of the good ones. Stay streets ahead.
Hmm? Still got plenty to do today.
Silent ...
Dialogue 1

Our cat loves to sauna. Probably more than we do.

Dialogue 2

My mom had a dog who'd join in the sauna as well.

Dialogue 3

Grandma practically lived in the sauna. She kept going until the end.

Dialogue 4

Our family used to sauna together back when I was young.

Dialogue 5

No matter how busy it gets, there's always time for a sauna.

Dialogue 6

... It's nice here.

Name

Olaf

Comfort limit

4

Preferred temperature

3

Cold reaction 1

This ain't no freezer, pump it up!

Cold reaction 2

Hey, man, what's the big idea?

Cold reaction 3

Let's raise the heat!

Hot reaction 1

Hnnngh, my eyeballs!

Hot reaction 2

I feel like a Christmas ham.

Hot reaction 3

*Huff, puff, wheeze*

Normal reaction 1

Mmm.

Normal reaction 2

Oh yes.

Normal reaction 3

That's the stuff.

Normal reaction 4

Phew.

Normal reaction 5

Thank you.

Reaction propability

High

Dialogue probability

Low

Dialogues until final

4

Long dialogue comfort

3

Ending quote comfort

-2 / 0 / +2

Bad I'm still cold.
Good That about does it.
Excellent Oh boy, I feel so relaxed.
Starting quote

I'm so tired.

Mmh. Yeah, you're right. Nothing a sauna can't fix.
Hmm? It's just been one hell of a week.
Silent Hmh, you too then?
Ending quote

Oh, lordy, my back.

Mmh. Sauna's are like magic, but they always feel too short.
Hmm? Now it's time for a shower and a beer. That'll pick me up.
Silent You hang in there. It's tough out there.
Dialogue 1

Everything just seems to be such a chore.

Dialogue 2

Couple more days until the weekend.

Dialogue 3

I wish it was summer again.

Dialogue 4

I wonder if we'll get snow this year.

Dialogue 5

We don't need to talk. It's just nice to have company.

Dialogue 6

Did you catch the game last night? Torille!

